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Want to know more about the supplies in your gloveBOX? Use this guide to learn about the unique features that each condom and safer-sex supply has!

- Standard Box
- Mystery Box
- Larger Box
- Non-Latex Box
- Larger Non-Latex Box
- No-Glove Box
External Condoms
**Trojan**

**Name:** Trojan-Enz  
**Wrapper Color:** Blue  
**Features:** Standard  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Standard & Mystery

**Name:** Trojan Ultra Thin  
**Wrapper Color:** Grey  
**Features:** Thinner  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Standard & Mystery

**Name:** Trojan Magnum  
**Wrapper Color:** Gold  
**Features:** Larger  
**Size:** Larger  
**Box:** Larger, Standard, & Mystery

**Name:** Trojan Ecstasy  
**Wrapper Color:** Gold  
**Features:** Ribbed  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Mystery

**CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE**
**Lifestyles**

Name: Lifestyles Assorted Colors  
**Wrapper Color:** Lime Green  
**Features:** Assorted Colors  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Mystery

Name: Lifestyles Ultra Lubricated  
**Wrapper Color:** Red  
**Features:** Extra Lube  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Standard & Mystery

Name: Lifestyles Ultra Sensitive  
**Wrapper Color:** Grey  
**Features:** Thinner  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Standard & Mystery

Name: Lifestyles Ultra Thin  
**Wrapper Color:** Neon Yellow  
**Features:** Thinner  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Standard & Mystery
**Lifestyles Snugger Fit**

- **Name:** Lifestyles Snugger Fit
- **Wrapper Color:** Black and purple
- **Features:** Snugger
- **Size:** Snugger
- **Box:** Standard & Mystery

**Lifestyles Tuxedo Black**

- **Name:** Lifestyles Tuxedo Black
- **Wrapper Color:** Black and grey
- **Features:** Black, flared middle
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Mystery

**Lifestyles Extra Strength**

- **Name:** Lifestyles Extra Strength
- **Wrapper Color:** Black and aqua
- **Features:** Thicker
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Standard & Mystery

**Lifestyles Rough Rider**

- **Name:** Lifestyles Rough Rider
- **Wrapper Color:** Blue
- **Features:** Studded
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Mystery
Name: Lifestyles KYNG
Wrapper Color: Gold
Features: Larger
Size: Larger
Box: Larger, Standard, and Mystery

Name: Lifestyles Non Latex
Wrapper Color: Black and yellow
Features: Polyisoprene
Size: Standard
Box: Non-Latex

Name: Lifestyles Larger Non Latex
Wrapper Color: Black and yellow
Features: Polyisoprene
Size: Standard
Box: Larger Non-Latex
**ONE Classic Select**
- **Name:** ONE Classic Select
- **Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images
  Back: Light Blue (Pictured)
- **Features:** Standard
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Standard & Mystery

**ONE Super Sensitive**
- **Name:** ONE Super Sensitive
- **Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images
  Back: Dark Blue (Pictured)
- **Features:** Thinner
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Standard & Mystery

**ONE 576 Sensations**
- **Name:** ONE 576 Sensations
- **Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images
  Back: Yellow (Pictured)
- **Features:** Studded
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Mystery

**ONE Color Sensations**
- **Name:** ONE Color Sensations
- **Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images
  Back: Assorted Colors
- **Features:** Assorted Colors
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Mystery

**Currently Unavailable**
- **ONE Color Sensations**
Name: ONE Vanish  
Wrapper Color: Tan  
Features: Thinner  
Size: Standard  
Box: Standard & Mystery

Name: ONE Tattoo Touch  
Wrapper Color: Front: Assorted Images  
Features: Raised texture/ribbed  
Size: Standard  
Box: Mystery

Name: ONE Pleasure Plus  
Wrapper Color: Front: Assorted Images  
Back: Aqua (Pictured)  
Features: Pouch under head with ribs  
Size: Standard  
Box: Mystery

Name: ONE Pleasure Dome  
Wrapper Color: Front: Assorted Images  
Back: Silver (Pictured)  
Features: Extra head room  
Size: Standard  
Box: Mystery

CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE

CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE
Name: ONE Glowing Pleasures  
**Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images Back: Green (Pictured)  
**Features:** Glow in the Dark, thicker  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Mystery

Name: ONE Legend XL  
**Wrapper Color:** Front: Assorted Images Back: Orange (Pictured)  
**Features:** Larger  
**Size:** Larger  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery & Larger

Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Bubblegum  
**Wrapper Color:** Pink image  
**Features:** Bubblegum flavored  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Mystery

Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Fresh Mint  
**Wrapper Color:** Blue image  
**Features:** Mint flavored  
**Size:** Standard  
**Box:** Mystery
Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Island Punch
Wrapper Color: Blue image
Features: Punch flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Banana Split
Wrapper Color: Yellow image
Features: Banana flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Chocolate Strawberry
Wrapper Color: Red and brown image
Features: Chocolate strawberry flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: ONE Flavorwaves - Mint Chocolate
Wrapper Color: Green image
Features: Mint chocolate flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery
Name: Kimono Thin
Wrapper Color: Red
Features: 20% thinner than standard
Size: Standard
Box: Standard & Mystery

Name: Kimono MicroThin
Wrapper Color: Red
Features: 40% thinner than standard
Size: Standard
Box: Standard & Mystery

Name: Kimono Maxx Flare Thinner
Wrapper Color: Black
Features: Larger, thinner, and flared in the middle
Size: Larger
Box: Larger, Standard, & Mystery
**Atlas**

**Atlas Colors**
- **Name:** Atlas Colors
- **Wrapper Color:** Pink
- **Features:** Assorted colors
- **Size:** Standard
- **Box:** Mystery

**Atlas Extra Large**
- **Name:** Atlas Extra Large
- **Wrapper Color:** Black
- **Features:** Larger
- **Size:** Larger
- **Box:** Larger, Standard, & Mystery
Name: Trustex - Banana
Wrapper Color: Yellow
Features: Banana flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: Trustex - Mint
Wrapper Color: Green
Features: Mint flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: Trustex - Chocolate
Wrapper Color: Brown
Features: Chocolate flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: Trustex - Grape
Wrapper Color: Purple
Features: Grape flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery
Name: Trustex - Vanilla
Wrapper Color: Blue
Features: Vanilla flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: Trustex - Strawberry
Wrapper Color: Red
Features: Strawberry flavored
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery

Name: Trustex Ribbed & Studded
Wrapper Color: Red, yellow, orange
Features: Ribbed & studded
Size: Standard
Box: Mystery
Lubrication
**Name:** ID Glide  
**Wrapper Color:** Blue  
**Features:** Water-based  
**Box:** All

**Name:** ONE Oasis  
**Wrapper Color:** Blue  
**Features:** Water-based  
**Box:** All  
**CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE**

**Name:** ID Millennium  
**Wrapper Color:** Black  
**Features:** Silicone-based  
**Box:** All

**Name:** ONE Move  
**Wrapper Color:** Silver  
**Features:** Silicone-based  
**Box:** All  
**CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE**
Name: ID Frutopia
Wrapper Color: White & pink
Features: Raspberry flavored
Box: All

Name: ID Frutopia
Wrapper Color: White & yellow
Features: Banana flavored
Box: All
Dental Dams and Other Supplies
**Name:** Lixx Latex Dental Dam - Grape  
**Wrapper Color:** Assorted  
**Features:** Grape flavored  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery, Larger & No-Glove

**Name:** Lixx Latex Dental Dam - Strawberry  
**Wrapper Color:** Assorted  
**Features:** Strawberry flavored  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery, Larger & No-Glove

**Name:** Lixx Latex Dental Dam - Banana  
**Wrapper Color:** Assorted  
**Features:** Banana flavored  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery, Larger & No-Glove

**Name:** Lixx Latex Dental Dam - Vanilla  
**Wrapper Color:** Assorted  
**Features:** Vanilla flavored  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery, Larger & No-Glove
**Name:** Lixx Latex Dental Dam - Mint  
**Wrapper Color:** Assorted  
**Features:** Mint flavored  
**Box:** Standard, Mystery, Larger & No-Glove

**Name:** FC2 Internal Condom  
**Wrapper Color:** Purple  
**Features:** Nitrile  
**Box:** All

**Name:** Finger Cots  
**Color:** White  
**Features:** Nitrile  
**Box:** No-Glove

**Name:** Glove  
**Color:** Black  
**Features:** Nitrile  
**Box:** All